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WHAT TO PACK FOR
A MOTORCYCLE TOUR

Introduction
What to pack for a motorcycle tour is
obviously a very personal matter and so
writing a guide that suggests what to
take is always going to be a challenge.
Almost everyone will disagree with at
least some of it.
However, this guide is exactly that - a
guide, which of course must be tailored
to suit the individual needs of each
rider.
Having been on numerous motorcycle
tours, lasting anywhere from a few days
to four months, I have now got my
packing to a point where I am happy
with what I choose to take with me.
This guide suggest what you might take
with you, or at least what you should
consider taking with you.
Should you want to have a copy of my
list as a spreadsheet, then just ask and I
will be happy to send it so you can then
adapt it for your own needs.
.
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This checklist assumes you will be touring in
mainland Europe and so includes some things
you specifically need for riding there. The list
will be slightly different for say, riding in the
UK or the USA.
The sheets on the following pages show the
full list of you might consider taking with you.
Each item is colour-coded.
Green: You absolutely must take this if
travelling abroad in Europe.
Yellow: I suggest you should take this.
Red: You might want to consider taking this.
What is also important when deciding what to
pack is what sort of motorcycle you ride.
Clearly, motorcycles with panniers /
saddlebags and a rack can be loaded with
much more gear than a sports bike. I mainly
ride touring bikes with lots of carrying
capacity, so my touring packing list is longer
than a rider taking a different type of bike.
There are no right and no wrong answers in
what to take, as it is very much down to
personal preferences. I am often accused of
taking way too much stuff and I accept that
some of the items on the lists that follow
would not be taken by others. It is however
better to work with a long list and eliminate
what you personally don’t need to take, than
to have a list with some items missing.
I have not listed any camping items.

The sheets on the next two pages contain ten
categories. Here are a few notes about each
category:
Tools / Spares
Everyone should carry a few basic tools on
every tour. Even if that is just a multi-tool to
tighten something that comes loose on your
bike. They are small and easy to pack and you
WILL need it one day.
The other essential is something to fix a
puncture (if you can). In a car, changing a
spare wheel is relatively easy, but getting
stranded on a bike, with nobody available
who can help fix your puncture, is no fun.
Bike Clothing
Obviously how much bike clothing you take
depends on the likely weather ahead.
Carrying a hi-vis vest in case of breakdown or
accident is now a legal requirement in France.
Also in France, you must wear proper riding
gloves and these should carry the CE Kite
Mark (although the chances of being stopped
and having these checked are very small).
Paperwork / Information
In case you lose the original, we recommend
you take photocopies of important
information as well as the original, such as
passport and drivers licence. If you lost either,
that could be a nightmare, plus it is only a few
sheets of paper.
In Europe, even though you are meant to take
the original of the V5 Vehicle Registration
document, we only ever carry a good quality
copy.
Bike Stuff
Always carry a spare bike key! There is nothing
worse than having to end a tour because you
have lost your key. However, we recommend
you swap spare keys with another rider
because if you carry your own spare key in
your own saddlebag and it is a remote fob,
your bike alarm will not set.

We recommend you carry 2 disposable
breathalysers for traveling through France.
Yes, we know there is no fine for not doing so,
but it is still a legal requirement and you really
don't want the hassle from a french
policeman for not having them. They are
cheap and small!
A small padlock means you can lock your
helmet (if it has a D-Ring) to your bike and
saves having to carry it.
Ziplock plastic bags are great for keeping
paperwork organised and dry!
Tech Stuff:
This is a personal choice, but don't forget
adaptors so you can plug your tech in at night.
Clothes
Getting out of bike boots is so good at the end
of a long riding day, that taking lightweight
shoes is very important.
Personal items
Each persons list will be different.
Toiletries / medicines
Don’t forget any medicines and we suggest
you bring a copy of your prescription in case
you lose your drugs.
On the bike
We suggest you pack the things you might
need while riding in your right hand
saddlebag, as it is easier to get into and it is
safer to be on the ride side of your bike at the
roadside in Europe.

KEY:
You absolutely must take this
We suggest you should take this
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You might want to consider taking this
Tools / Spares

Bike Clothing

Paperwork / Information

Basic tool bag / spanners / screwdrivers

Helmet

Passport

Allen key set

Bike jacket

Photocopy of passport

Penknife

Mesh Jacket

Channel Tunnel / ferry information

Multi tool

Motorcycle riding trousers

Driving Licence

Star headed key set

Photocopy of driving licence

Tyre pressure gauge

Kevlar jeans
Thin riding gloves

(one set of gloves must

Original V5 registration document (meant to)

Puncture plug set (incl gas cylinders)

Thick bike gloves

(have EC Kite Mark

Photocopy of V5 (take this,not original)

Electric tyre pump

Heated Gloves, if you have them

Breakdown recovery company details

Spare inner tubes (if your bike has tubes)

Heated jacket, if you have one

Motorbike Insurance papers (or rental papers)

Tyre puncture sealant goo

Bike boots

Travel Insurance papers

Cable ties

Waterproof bike gear

Maps

Spare bike bulbs for your bike

Hi-vis vest (must take due to French law)

Small notebook

Spare bike fuses

Buffs

Pen

Circuit tester

Wired ear plugs (for sound)

HOG membership card (take if going into rally)

Electrical tape

Normal Earplugs

Bespoke "ICE card" (In Case of Emergency)

Engine oil

Riding sunglasses

Bank card reader

Spare fuel can

Night riding glasses

Motorway vignettes (depending on route)

Small motorcycle battery booster pack

Sunglasses cases / cloth bags

Crit'Air sticker (depending on route)

Goggles

Bike Stuff

Tech Stuff

Clothes

Bike keys x2

Sat Nav / GPS

Jeans

Main luggage bag

Sat Nav case

Belt

Main luggage waterproof cover

Camera charger

T shirts

Bungee net

Small tripod

Smarter shirts / tops

Bungees

Phone & charger

Underwear

Disc lock & keys

Laptop or tablet

Socks

Small first aid kit

Laptop or tablet charger

Lightweight shoes

Small torch (already on your phone?)

Memory Stick

Shorts

2 Disposable breathalysers

Remote Mouse

Swimming costume

GB Stickers (if not already on number plate)

Mouse pad

Small towel

Headlight deflectors

USB cable

Lightweight jacket / fleece / hoody

Bike wash cloths

GoPro camera

Polish Can

Cardelinni clamp / tripod head

Soft Cloths

Spare GoPro memory cards

Watch

Microfibre drying cloth

GoPro spare battery

Prescription glasses + case + cloth

Bike wash liquid

GoPro charger and USB Cable

Glasses spray cleaner & cleaning cloths

Cleaning Brush

Motorcycle comms system & charger

Normal sunglasses

Ziplock Plastic Bags (to keep stuff dry)

UK / Euro electrical adapters x3

Travel alarm clock

Small padlocks & keys

Multi socket extension lead

Wallet / purse

Personal Items

Money
Credit card(s)
House keys
Toiletries
Razor + brush + soap
Comb / hairbrush

Medicines

Toothbrush

Painkillers / Ibuprofen

Toothpaste

Imodium

Deodorant

Prescription Drugs

Drinking water bottle

Small aftershave / perfume

Prescription (in case you lose your drugs)

Sun screen protection

Small shampoo

Mosquito Spray

Small digital camera

Make up

Wasp Eze Spray

Lip balm

Sanitary products

Optrex Eye Spray

Packet Kleenex (small)

On the bike

